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ABSTRACT: The system provides the business specifications needed for the operation, as well as a number of tools 

needed to manage and coordinate the project, It also incorporates outsourcing technologies, Whereas the system is 

presented as one place for every operation including the environment setups that are necessary for software companies, 

It is a hosted platform that is available worldwide for the organization or individual, System provides a collaboration of 

work through the outsourcing, As outsourcing increases the attitude of the company by reducing the rejecting of the 

project due of utilities, environment, and the working strength of the company, The main objective of the platform is to 

provide effective collaboration with all utilities, environment, etc required for any software company. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The assistance utility stage with a work pool refers to a stage where various activities are being performed, To manage 

and coordinate these activities An centralized pool has been utilized. In this sense “Assistance Utilities” can refer to a 

variety of assistance services or initiatives that are given to people or to an organization to assist them in archiving their 

particular goal or overcoming their problem. These supporting services might perform work including assistance tools, 

Development tools, Analysis, Reporting, and so on.   

The term “Work Pool” describes a centralized system or repository that records and oversees the resources and tasks 

for assistance. It acts as a centralized location for coordinating, monitoring and assigning work among the available 

resource. To promote collaboration among team members, the work pool system often contains features like task 

assignment, resource allocation, progress tracking, job prioritization, and communication tools. 

Organizations can enhance the effectiveness of their support services by putting in place a work pool system and an 

assistance utilities stage. It enables better resource management, streamlined job delegation, real-time task status 

visibility, and efficient task prioritization based on urgency and importance. In the end, it contributes to workflow 

optimization, delays reduction, and improved aid quality. 

 

The benefit of including outsourcing will benefit the company, there are numerous technologies and approaches being 

used in the field of software at the moment, making it difficult for any organization to complete even little projects. A 

potential issue could arise, for instance, when a corporate employee doesn't know how to construct a specific project 

module due to a lack of technical expertise among the staff. In this situation, the business will be forced to choose 

between hiring individuals who are knowledgeable about that technology or outsourcing. The system in this case will 

offer a platform for outsourcing. In this case, the company will be stuck between, so either the company can do is either 

they have to hire some. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

                                                                  EXISTING SYSTEM 
  
In the existing system, the work culture is very much challenging when it comes to aquae a different type of work 

expertise because, in the existing system, we do not have effective collaboration to include expertise in the project 

when some module of the project is experiencing issues with lack of technique or technology by employees. For any 

company, they also required many utilities for any type of operation, What are the utilities that the software company 

required they have to purchase it and they have to do a setup for that which costs a lot of money.  
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In the software company, there must be a secure environment inside the company for the flow of the data inside the 

company, how the security will be there and a working environment for all employees to manage and complete a 

project. 

 

In the current system, any company that wants to get more new projects must advertise itself, look for clients, and 

explain to those clients what services we are offering. This is because any software company always wants many more 

projects to run the business. 

 

                                                                           PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The prosed system is a hosted one where it has been hosted somewhere and worldwide anybody may join in and use it 

from anywhere in the globe, when any company or individual login here the system will provide a workspace. If the 

company is having two or three projects they can manage and do their project here itself because this proposed system 

will provide an environment for the company. 

 

The proposed system will provide all the utilities needed for the company to manage and finish the project, unlike the 

current system where all necessary utilities for the company must be purchased and set up, both of which cost a lot of 

money. When they were working on the project, they needed a lot of utilities for the operation. 

 

There will be numerous projects in the organization, and if an operational issue arises—for example, since there are so 

many new technologies and methodologies being developed today, company employees may don’t know how to 

develop a particular technology, and the proposed system will provide a platform to outsource the project. This 

platform is a hosted one, so many firms will be there when the company outsources the job. The interested parties will 

contact the company and they will complete their project on this platform solely. 

 

When the company is outsourcing the project someone else will be completing the project for the posted company. The 

posted company is required to pay the working clients. A payment gateway is also accessible on this platform for 

processing any kind of payment. And the proposed system will also solve the issue of receiving new projects. because 

the system is hosted and will have many firms using it, so each company will be posting their work when they have a 

bigger project or when they are unable to do the project. 

 

As many things and tasks are going on, there is a task tracker here to track and trace the work or activity that the 

company or individual person performing their work in this platform. This proposed system is a one-stop platform for 

all operational work and tasks, the use of the utilities provided by the platform, the environment that is present here, 

and the benefit of outsourcing that provides a solution to many operational difficulties. 

              III. TECHNOLOGY 

 

                                                                                   JAVASCRIPT  
 

With the help of the adaptable programming language JavaScript, developers may able to build interactive, dynamic, 

and feature-rich online apps. It is a widespread choice for a range of projects, which is used to develop interactive web 

pages and websites for seamless connection and it is also used for developing web applications by utilizing the 

framework like React Native because it is globally accepted for the development of websites, webpages and mobile 

applications. Javascript runs on the client side and is executed by the web browser of the user by making the request to 

the web server. Javascript is a cross-platform compatibility it can run on any platform. Javascript has a vast amount of 

tools, libraries and framework which simplifies the development of the web. Popular libraries like angular, and react 

gives an efficient way to build an effective user interface and manage the site. 

 

                 BOOTSTRAP 
 

Bootstrap is a front-end framework and It is also one of the popular open-source frameworks available for developing 

the front end of an application It is a collection of pre-built CSS and javascript components. Bootstrap is a designer to 

speed up and simplify the process of building responsive and mobile-friendly website and web applications. 

Additionally, bootstrap has a powerful and adaptable CSS style sheet that serves as a strong basis for creating reliable 

web pages By replacing the CSS Classes. The benefit of using Bootstrap is Extended documentation and support from 
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the active community. It provides detailed guidelines from the official bootstrap document. For example, snippet codes 

help the developer To quickly grab the framework. 

 

MANGODB 
 
Mango DB is also one of the open-source and widely used databases of NoSQL that provides. An appropriate and 

scalable approach to manage and storing the manage and storing the data The mango db is designed to handle a large 

amount of unstructured data and semi-structured data which is suitable for modern applications involving data 

requirements. Mango db uses the document-oriented model. Unlike the traditional relational database. The data that is 

stored is. Self-contained document and it is also flexible and is organized into a collection. And the mango db is not a 

platform-dependent software. It is a platform independent It Can be worked with any of the platforms. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Settings 

 

     

Fig. 1 This page is for a setting, In the settings menu different types of settings are provided 

 

DASHBOARD is for splitting/creating multiple pages for different types of work those created pages will be available 

under the job option.  

PROFILE for setting the profile so the other users can see the user who he is actually.  

PAYMENT is for checking all transactions and all other payment related options 
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Payment Methods 

 

 

Fig. 2 This page is for selecting the payment method, when we wanted to do a payment for a project that we have outsourced, The required payment 

method is selected by the user according to their requirement on the registration page of the Pay Master system. This allows the users to register 

themselves in the system by submitting valid details. 

 

 

Requirement Display 

 

 
Fig. 3 This is the posting phase, many options are provided for posting, BROWSE is for browsing for the project and is for posting the work, and 

FIND is searching by providing some keywords. And the fields that are provided to fill the details of the project, which is for outsourcing the project 

to another company. 
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Task Association 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Here the task has been assigned after generating an issue, this task has been associated with the appropriate employee who is working on the 

project. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

 

This system is extremely useful for all software corporate companies and even for startups. In this platform, the system 

will provide the requirements that are required for all software companies such are environment, utilities, collaboration 

and outsourcing. The system can be used in multiple ways for the effective manner of collaboration if outsourcing is 

used to perform the technical associated projects. 

 

Startup companies, if they got bigger projects may not be able to tackle larger projects with their current staff, but with 

the help of outsourcing they may offload their work with other companies as the system is a hosted one, and there will 

be many farms to share the work. The system provides an effective collaboration work culture. 

 

There may be various situations that come to work on a global scale that is supported by this system. It is a single-

control system, when making the payment is necessary here we have also included the payment gateway when there is 

a requirement to doing a payment. Due to the platform's worldwide scale and hosting, in this platform, it will have a 

large number of companies, due to the platform's heavy load or because of certain technological and technical problems, 

these companies will be outsourcing their project which provides a solution of receiving a new project to the companies. 
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